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Istiqomah is one of attitude that must be had by an interpreter of Qur'an to keep their recitation. An interpreter of Qur'an must have ability to conduct istiqomah well, so that it makes that person has quality as an interpreter of Qur’an. Not only that, istiqomah also has a psychological impact on the interpreter of Qur'an, so that not only affect for the quality of recitation, but also on the quality of soul of an interpreter of Qur’an. Very lack of scholarly study of psychology, particularly in the study of the psychology of Islam and the Qur’an in explaining the istiqomah make its own attraction for researcher conducts research on istiqomah.

From that statement above, the researcher is interested in holding research on "The Dynamics Psychology Istiqomah for Hamilil Qur’an students at Madrasatul Qur’an boarding school. The Statement of Problem in this research are: (1) What is the meaning of istiqomah for Hamilil Qur’an students at Madrasatul Qur’an boarding school and (2) What factors that affected on the istiqomah of Hamilil Qur’an students at Madrasatul Qur’an boarding school (3) What the Impact of istiqomah for the Hamilil Qur’an students at Madrasatul Qur’an boarding school.

This study used a qualitative descriptive approach to the type of phenomenological research and data collection techniques used was observation, interviews, and documentation. The subjects were an interpreter of Qur’an students at Madrasatul Qur’an boarding school, which is in the tradition of the boarding school called Hamilil Qur’an.

The results showed that istiqomah for Hamilil Qur’an students is the way of responsibility to keep recitation of Al-Quran by drilling recitation regularly and continuously, doing positive deeds, hold strong intention and able to survive in the face of every temptation and obstacles that came. The factor of subject supporting is able to istiqomah are: (1) Have a sense of responsibility (intention) (2) Command teacher / clerics and (3) supportive environment (having the same purpose). The inhibiting factors are: (1) Internal factors, including laziness, fatigue, and ill (2) external factors, including the environment either from friends or family who are less supportive. The psychological impacts, namely: (1) Having peace of mind (2) Increasing self-confidence (3) Having a good concentration (4) Having a good plan of their life and (5) Feeling blessed in their life.
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